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Star Burst and StarFire processes are part of what is known as a StarBorn

Nov 03 and StarFire being triggered around the time of the Morocco workshop last

SDVD). As the StarFire progresses, the planetary 12 Star Gate system will need to

associated with the StarFire. In their place, Arc of the Covenant Gate system will

in Phoenix. The StarFire process will take up until around 2014 to complete, after
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preferable. As the StarFire progresses, the Fallen Angelic (FA) agenda here on Earth

participating in the StarFire process. In simple terms encryption is a vibrational pattern.
Everything
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Hole Fall. The StarFire process involves "inhaling" the Outer Worlds into what are

we-go and StarFire process. The information in this first day also covered an
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playing in this StarFire process. We were given names of the Roles and they
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for a successful StarFire Cycle. Ash said that we still remain on 3-day
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was a successful StarFire cycle. We were also able to re-familiarise ourselves with

monad, StarBurst, StarBloom, StarFire etc), to release the Atomic Winds of Allah-AliA and
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Source knows that StarFire happens and it will fix things like this. It knows
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that"s going to StarFire, some beings get out, some will go black hole fall.
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Adashi Cycles and StarFire and the Return Cycles, if something in a black hole,
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end of the StarFire Cycle.... By holding that Memory Matrix, wherever we are (
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Krystar Awakening and Starfire Maps" Solar Gates, Prana Seed and the Aqualene Sun After
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and participate in StarFire and the Adashi "Return" Cycles within the Krystar Eternal
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was going into Starfire, and this planet was going to be hosted. It was
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face of a Starfire event, that is what this system is going through, if
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Urtha going into Starfire. Earth can"t Starfire, but Urtha is going to. Which means

Starfire. Earth can"t Starfire, but Urtha is going to. Which means it is going
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call the vertical Starfire maps, that start at Earth"s core and go way up
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with an early Starfire, do we? No." Because when it started to come through,

appealing, actually. Great, Starfire. You get to the point where, "well, if Earth

Earth can"t make Starfire, that"s too bad, and it"s a shame we can"t do
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period of Urtha"s Starfire, but it will take us beyond that too. So, this
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understanding the vertical Starfire maps, as far as when you look down, if you
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that is called Starfire. So, here, we have USG-3, which is Urtha, with
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needed, when Urtha Starfire "d, to give Earth something to hold it up
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hold ... after Starfire 2017-2051, after that point there will be one passage
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systems that aren"t, Starfire is the natural end. It"s the turnaround point. Starfire is

the turnaround point. Starfire is the turnaround point where certain layers of the Rasha
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do with the Starfire point. So, this is how the Ecka Maps of the
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known as the Starfire cycle. The Starfire point. This is where the EkashE cycles

Starfire cycle. The Starfire point. This is where the EkashE cycles of expansion are

is called the Starfire body. This is called the Sunshine cycle of the RishaA.

it passes through Starfire, it goes into the Starfire cycle, which is the first

goes into the Starfire cycle, which is the first AdashE cycle. The EkashE cycles
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body, or the Starfire body, the one you pick up here, the RishaA. ..

cycle, you have Starfire. At the end of the Starfire cycle five, then you

end of the Starfire cycle five, then you have the Starlight cycle six, the
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go up into Starfire and the RishalA. Here we have the Krist Star body

it through a Starfire, will be held eternally in the living body of Source.

natural cycle of Starfire taking place ... if they can be remembered fondly for
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got through the Starfire transition. So, it"s kind of like a Catch 22 for
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it through a Starfire and also what it needs to make it through the
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elsewhere, or ride Starfire, and decide they are going to come back on the

during and after Starfire, 2047-2051. Because of the Aurora Zone, this Earth body

the 2047-2051 Starfire, when Urtha actually blinks off. So, what"s going to be

finished with its Starfire. In the meantime, the Aurora Zone, which is part of
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is going to Starfire. Which means Urtha is going to blink off and go

there until Urtha Starfires. Some of us will visit Urtha once it comes back,
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to go through Starfire. This is the Krist Star capsule, the crystal capsule. There
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allows passage through Starfire. It also allows for the activation of the Aqualene Sun
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Shield prior to StarFire in 2047-2051. By 2047, Team Indigo is aiming to

Urtha goes through StarFire, this Host Shield will be able to hold the ascension
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the new coloured StarFire Ascension Map including Ah-Mu"a ha-DA (AdorA side
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Sa Cycles, the StarFire Maps, the Astura Passage, the "Caduceus" Circuit with the
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RashaLAe begins at Starfire Point, creates the Rei-sha-A.) 1"
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Hub Domain Return Starfire- Planet enter Adashi Eyada Rei-Sha-LAe Starfire cycles Rei-

Rei-Sha-LAe Starfire cycles Rei-Sha-LE Starfire cycles return ascension cycles Adashi

Rei-Sha-LE Starfire cycles return ascension cycles Adashi Eyada - 1 Cycle Adashi
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Have your colored Starfire Ascension map in front of you. • Hold your colored

Hold your colored Starfire Ascension map in front of you and focus on the

in the colored Starfire Ascension map. • As you gaze at the "moon"

from the colored Starfire Ascension map. Float downward "from the sky" "aiming"
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Cycle. After the Starfire Point there is a turnaround into the three Adashi Cycles.

the body. 12 Starfire Point: Starfire Point is a turnaround point in the natural

12 Starfire Point: Starfire Point is a turnaround point in the natural Starfire Cycle

in the natural Starfire Cycle at age 33, at which the re-spiritualization and
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known as the Starfire Point (b) at which the Spirit comes into the
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gone through the Starfire process and become Christed, understand it and teach it. 5.
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4. What is Starfire potential? (a) Ascension potential. (b) Potential to become
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around at a Starfire Point and contracts back in. It then expands out in
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of the Adashi Starfire, one has to pull out parts/bodies that are stuck
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of the Adashi Starfire, one has to pull out parts/bodies that are stuck
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involves going into Starfire, then the Adashi Turnaround that takes one back into the

Page:  47

sapphire pearl 12. Starfire Point: 0. 5 Pale white opal-pearl & pale white

Eyugha Cycle does Starfire Point occur? (a) Ka-LA Eyugha (b) Ra-
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Spirit Body. 8. Starfire-able: It is the ability, once we have finished the
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gold. 4. For Starfire passage into the Adashi Return Cycles we need to go
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is called the Starfire Point. A Starfire Cycle is a natural turnaround cycle where

Starfire Point. A Starfire Cycle is a natural turnaround cycle where the re-spiritualization

are after the Starfire turnaround in angular rotation of particle spin where the Spirit
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they"re supposed to Starfire, which means they literally pop off and pop up in
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Human Evolution and Starfire Potential. It includes the Adashi Temples Access Key Journey,
and

gone through the Starfire process and become Krysted. They understand what it is; they
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human evolution, our Starfire potentiai-Starfire potential means our Ascension potential. Do
we have

our Starfire potentiai-Starfire potential means our Ascension potential. Do we have the ability

to biologically engage Starfire-natural Starfireagain so we can make the angular rotation of

engage Starfire-natural Starfireagain so we can make the angular rotation of particle spin

larger universal level Starfire Cycle whenever that larger cycle takes place. And the life
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options out are Starfire-which is the natural Adashi turnaround-and that would mean
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what"s a natural Starfire Cycle. So, you can go through a Starfire whole, or

go through a Starfire whole, or you can go through it as space dust,

Page:  34

Human Evolution & Starfire Potential" Inc"s: Adashi T em pies Access Key Journey -

Page:  39



that happens before Starfire that, usually, there would be more time ... Starburst is

was called the Starfire Cycle, where we align with the Universal Starfire Cycle. That

with the Universal Starfire Cycle. That meant that we had to prepare for a

prepare for a Starfire. Starfire is a good thing. A Starfire is an Adashi

good thing. A Starfire is an Adashi Turnaround, but it could look like not

can"t go through Starfire; it would destroy the planet to go through Starfire. So,

to go through Starfire. So, all sorts of other plans had to be made

now aligned with Starfire, and the Urtha system is going into Starfire. That means

is going into Starfire. That means certain things can be done here to stabilize
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and our evolutionary Starfire potential, but, like, in a long, large nutshell instead of

Page:  57

were at their Starfire Cycle or they were at a Fall Evac Cycle, and
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that"s called the Starfire Point, that a creation will then turn around and start
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til the next Starfire Cycle, all right. However, what I do want to do

Page:  92

is called the Starfire point. The Starfire Point is, after a manifestation has moved

Starfire point. The Starfire Point is, after a manifestation has moved through the Core

that a natural Starfire Turn-Around is supposed to happen. That"s when the matter

together, enter the Starfire cycle. And what happens is you actually open the currents
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be becoming fully Starfire-able. And, that means that you would be capable of
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going into a Starfire and then Adashi Turnaround; that brings you back into the
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yet, through a Starfire Turnaround, and Adashi Return, that is the one where falls
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its point of Starfire, where it turns around, in, between 2047 and 2051. And,



Earth itself cannot Starfire, because there is too much grid damage. A portion of

where it won"t Starfire when Urtha does. But, it won"t either fall or go

does its natural Starfire. So, there are more, there are larger things we will
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moving into Adashi Starfire, Copvtight A"shavana & A"hzavana Deane, 2007. All Rights
Reserved: Part
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go through a Starfire ... will lose bits of quantum of its own thrust.
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fully went through Starfire so they are fully Krysted beings that came in on
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able to do Starfire first of all, or even slide. But they also plug

Page:  201

once you are Starfire-able, you could actually do that. But the first thing
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Krystar state for Starfire passage into the Adashi Return Cycles through the Halls of
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the Eyughas & Starfire Adashi Return Ascension When I talk about Krystar Vehicle, this

Page:  227

turn around-enter Starfire and do Adashi turn-around. So it is at this
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through a natural Starfire Cycle, open up all the little Celestalline Suns and Seals,

Page:  256

would go into Starfire transition and go into the Adashi Turnaround Cycles. And then

Page:  258

call it the Starfire Map, that shows the interfaces of the gates and the
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actually do a Starfire, a natural Starfire turnaround to the Adashi Cycles. So, that"s

Starfire, a natural Starfire turnaround to the Adashi Cycles. So, that"s what we"re in
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does a natural Starfire. That means it disappears for a while. That interface is
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wave of a Starfire Cycle back into the Adashi Cycles. The beings and things

Page:  293

able to do Starfire between 2047 and 2051. Most of us won"t. Most of

get back to Starfire potential. But some will be able to go during the

going through its Starfire, its natural Adashi Turnaround Cycle. Next one please. Cop vnght

Page:  308

Body activations, for Starfire. So, what is holding ... we talked about that there
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cycle completion" ("Starfire Ascension Cycles") or in the event of rapid preparation for
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which corresponds to Starfire Ascension Cycle Stage-1, the KaLE-Hara Cvcle of Eiradonis

which corresponds to Starfire Ascension Cycle Stage-2 Phases 1 and 2-the KaLA-

1 of the Starfire Ascension Stage-2 KaLA-Krysta Cycle. A Slide involves a
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which corresponds to Starfire Ascension Cycle Stage-3, the HaRA-Krvsta Cvcle of atomic
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renewal," called a Starfire Ascension Cycle, has only just begun. As our Sun begins

Page:  18

Integration Cycles" the Starfire Ascension Stage-1 KaLE-Hara Cycle of Eiradonis Engagement
should
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Fold that initiates Starfire Ascension Cycle Stage-3 (whether Stage-3 is entered

those of planetary Starfire Ascension Cycles (when the pace of the planetary cycle

not fulfilled the Starfire Stage-1 KaLE-Hara Eiradonis Engagement cannot engage the
processes
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to an organic Starfire Ascension Cycle (the Mashayanic Fold is the first of

Page:  24

long "Celestial Starfire Cycles" of "star birth and selfrenewal," "shedding their
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through successive Celestial Starfire Cycles of the Krystar. Protostars make their transition
into living
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M31- Andromeda/Aquinos) Starfire Ascension Cycle. On June 17, 2007, the Aquareion
Krystics activated

the Galactic-Universal Starfire Ascension Cycle, the first set of 12 Tribes classes continued,

Page:  33

one to engage Starfire Ascension Stage-1: Glide-Bi-location. Following the twelfth and

one to engage Starfire Ascension Stage-2: Slide-Translocation (temporary physical contact
with

Page:  34

one to engage Starfire Ascension Stage-3: Span-Transmigration (permanent physical-atomic
Transfiguration

Page:  42

Krystal Spiral at Starfire point We need to go through Spanner-? to get to

we enter the Starfire cycle because it is going to be 2047 to 2051.

Page:  49

able to ride Starfire Now it"s more important then ever to get those gates

Page:  50

we went into Starfire or actually when the Thothian shield fell, it chose not

Page:  53

I would imagine Starfire from 2017, probably has a time limit on that Which

Page:  55

plugs into the Starfire event that we are moving toward. But what I want

Page:  88

dust return, or Starfire return whichever way it went, at least the consciousness would

Page:  91

return through a Starfire cycle-its own Starfire cycle. And it would not be

cycle-its own Starfire cycle. And it would not be just our Earth, it
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well up to Starfire - they are hoping to be able to train a

Page:  158

talked about that Starfire is now going to occur. It begins its cycle 2047



and Earth can"t Starfire, but to be able to participate in a Starfire re-

participate in a Starfire re-birth cycle, we go to Urtha. So, this is

out and ride Starfire from 2047 through 2051 Starfire period. So, it"s a really,

2047 through 2051 Starfire period. So, it"s a really, really big project that we
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to Urtha for Starfire If Spanner-? is not able to stay open-we"ve got

Page:  164

into Urtha for Starfire, will be prevented from being taken down. The Earth body

body itself cannot Starfire at this point, there"s too much damage. But it can

though they can"t Starfire anymore and eventually will go back as space dust, you

is capable of Starfire Urtha and Sala will Starfire together. And when that occurs,

and Sala will Starfire together. And when that occurs, Earth and Sol, our sun,

to go through Starfire rebirth. They will stay in the same place and enter

that can do Starfire, when they will get out between 2047 and 2051, that

go through into Starfire, this system will stay stable in Lone Star Fall Which

Page:  165

aren"t able to Starfire and the races that are left on this planet, they

those who cannot Starfire and go through the re-birth cycle through Urtha. So
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a potentiality of Starfire re-birth. And that, the first stage of that, is

Page:  187

preparation for the Starfire Cycle of 2047-2051. So, we start here with remembering
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to prepare for Starfire, that the Indigo Shield is keyed, not to Earth Shield

Page:  189

go through a Starfire which means full Adashi Cycles-return cycles back into Source-

it goes into Starfire And then comes back, re-birthed. And at that point

be able to Starfire, but it will remain stable because of the Aquareion host
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Urtha during the Starfire cycle, the groups who have stayed with this and evolved
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this transition of Starfire is what is most important I just wanted to show

Page:  204

were going to Starfire and Earth was going to fall and things like that,

Page:  233

this planet, for Starfire The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO

Page:  241

goes into it"s Starfire process and re-births. But it will still have free

Page:  252

Urtha begins its Starfire process. That"s like the star that is hosting this little

not going through Starfire over there. So they will still be out, in other

we go through Starfire Which means there may be the ability between 2047 and

when our Urtha Starfire cycle occurs ... there may be a very good chance

Page:  253

in an emergency Starfire, and they can literally pull in to from the Outer

that go into Starfire go in, even if there is only like 2 or

Page:  254

re-born after Starfire and after going fully back into Source. And than the

escape route for Starfire, you had talked at FOL about aspects of ourselves hosting
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not only the Starfire map as it has been and to bring you up
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through a full Starfire and Re-Birth, or it wouldn"t And if it didn"t,
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on Earth through Starfire Because what it does is, in Starfire-we"ve talked about

does is, in Starfire-we"ve talked about the Starfire process that"s a natural part

talked about the Starfire process that"s a natural part of the Starborn process, in

damaged. Where, at Starfire you have the contraction back into the next level, so

capable of doing Starfire If something is not done when you have a Hosting

is capable of Starfire Earth is not, anymore. [CD 1, Track 5] If



5] If Urtha Starfires normally, without intervention, Earth would be brought back to space

goes into its Starfire right? Earth Can"t However, what if there was a field

doing its natural Starfire "Contraction," that matrix was on its natural "Expansion"?

pop off in Starfire, and hold it That"s what"s being done here. Not just

Page:  270

so when Urtha Starfires and pulls in ... l mean, if Urtha Starfired and

mean, if Urtha Starfired and pulled in and that line wasn"t there, Earth"s go"n
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to try to Starfire So, we"re not in that drama yet and hopefully we

able, if after Starfire, this planet and some of its people, at least are

means Earth can"t Starfire anymore, it can"t Re-Birth, but instead of being in

the ability to Starfire or toReBirth, which means they can"t regenerate their own quantum,

its next natural Starfire, any space dust that"s left from anything that did that

of ascension through Starfire in the same way anymore, they can host other systems
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implode when Urtha Starfires So it was something that was going to be done
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have to, during Starfire It doesn"t mean you have to, but I know where

having to sit Starfire out, babysitting Earth, in order to hold the RaSh aLAe

New Urtha, after Starfire So that is actually how we would get from Earth

doing it before Starfire, it"s a different process, but you still have to use

to go, after Starfire, from Earth through Sirius B, up to Andromeda and over

Page:  280

get Earth through Starfire So, this is the class ... they warned us that

Page:  294

are calling the Starfire map. The Starfire map are the vertical maps that I"ve

Starfire map. The Starfire map are the vertical maps that I"ve talked about where

maps, or the Starfire maps. They become vertical maps because it has to do
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maps, or the Starfire maps. They call them Starfire maps because that"s where we

They call them Starfire maps because that"s where we need to get to if



ride out on Starfire and even if we"re gonna be part of the team

sticks around through Starfire and help Earth hold the host body, we will still
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to as the Starfire cycles. The Adashi Starfire cycles. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®

cycles. The Adashi Starfire cycles. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi
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this is the Starfire body. It is the cycle that is the full expansion,

beginning of a Starfire cycle. The Starfire cycle is the contraction, where the full

Starfire cycle. The Starfire cycle is the contraction, where the full expansion of the
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REShaLA and a Starfire cycle. And this is what Urtha and Sala are going

Page:  324

going through with Starfire There"s also something in that we"re going to need to

done until2047, when Starfire began. They are going to have to be done early.
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here? We got Starfire We also have Starburst We have Starseed, Starflame Where do
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do with the Starfire cycle. This is the creation process by which creation was

when we do Starfire [next graph] That (graph) was just to remind
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takes us into Starfire This they clarified more on for me, the return cycle,

is called the Starfire point. Then, you go into the cycles that are known

is called the Starfire cycle. That"s Adashi one. The second is called the Starlight

Page:  329

Starborn, Starftame, Starburst, Starfire, Starlight, Starshine, and Sunshine. [Laughter] So,
finally, we have

would be the Starfire point, where we pass from the outer into the inner.

move into the Starfire cycle, first we go through the Starfire point, and that

go through the Starfire point, and that is called the DorAdeshai. The Door to

go through the Starfire point, you enter the Starfire cycle which is Adashi-1,

you enter the Starfire cycle which is Adashi-1, and you are in still



we go through Starfire cycle, and I"m not sure how long these cycles exist
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flashpoint or a Starfire cycle, which allows the bodies to pull together, to open
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order to undergo Starfire So, what they were talking about, now it helps me

was a normal Starfire that we were going up on, not one that was

can ride through Starfire, and go to Urtha, and ride through Starfire process ...

and ride through Starfire process ... some people will leave that way. Some people
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can ride through Starfire That means I guess we don"t get to leave in

Page:  337

Then, we hit Starfire point Starfire point is when Urtha and Sala and whenever

hit Starfire point Starfire point is when Urtha and Sala and whenever our Rasha

would have the Starfire, which is the fifth cycle, the Starfire cycle of the

fifth cycle, the Starfire cycle of the REShaLA. That was the Adashi-1 cycle.

this one, the Starfire cycle, is like the upper going home version, still in

middle domains. So Starfire body, the REShaLA body, is in the Edon domains. The

out through the Starfire point, through all the points there, and expands out as

you have the Starfire body, the Starlight body, the Star whatever it was body

Page:  338

natural endpoint is Starfire And that is the point where the end of the

Page:  339

a density level Starfire that they were actually able to bring the fragmented pieces

smaller density level Starfire cycle that occurred 550 million years ago, and that"s also
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is capable of Starfire The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO

Page:  344

when Urtha goes Starfire, if Earth was going to go Starfire with it, it

going to go Starfire with it, it would turn to space dust instantly as

went back into Starfire, it"s not going to stay where it"s sitting It will

Page:  345



in for their Starfire. [CD 9, Track 4] Solar plane wipe out It

can, when it Starfires, Earth will survive and the solar plane will survive, which

Page:  347

prepare for the Starfire of Urtha and Sala, so it will be able to

Page:  354

call them the Starfire maps because they are what you need in order to

order to understand Starfire, and in order to get where you can Starfire These

where you can Starfire These are the Spanner maps as well. They have to
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gates that will Starfire, and they are holding the Sun and Earth, and they
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on Earth through Starfire and God knows how long thereafter, we are still training

to ride the Starfire wave. So we will be able to go back and

move into the Starfire cycles, and the Adashi cycles we get into the RESha

will leave on Starfire Some of them wiii. .. At this point, anybody that"s
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able to become Starfire-able, and the planet itself wouldn"t be able to hold
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you have in Starfire cycle, Adashi-1 cycle when you go back into the

to go into Starfire We can look at this particular diagram. Look at the

fully go into Starfire in order to make the jump into the Adashi cycles.
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and then the Starfire cycle. Starfire cycle is when we go through the Starfire

the Starfire cycle. Starfire cycle is when we go through the Starfire point and

go through the Starfire point and certain levels of the RaShaLAe and RaShaLE bodies

Page:  370

Edons, after a Starfire, you are in REShaLA. So you go from RaShaLAe body

Edonic Adashi-1 Starfire State equals the inner RaSh ala fields/rings activation that

level in the Starfire-2, equals the inner RaShala ... that"s where we are

Page:  372



Urtha after it"s Starfired, right? Well, we don"t have to tell that either. It"s

Page:  398

do a natural Starfire which means it is going to pull back in to

and it can"t Starfire anymore because of its grid damage and its host support

through its natural Starfire, that is not going to leave Earth in too great

would be a Starfire point, if there was enough grid damage here it would

to survive Urtha"s Starfire And that had to do with activating what is called

did its natural Starfire and it had a dying hosted planet in its core.

the frequencies of Starfire to do a full Edonic return, it would simply explode

Page:  399

is going to Starfire and that means we have to activate the Gyrodome so

can survive Urtha"s Starfire and, you know, still hold. So we have been working

working on the Starfire Mission which means preparing for when that Starfire period occurs-

for when that Starfire period occurs- now that"s between 2047 and 2051, that is

as Urtha will Starfire Earth still needs to be prepared for that Starfire in

prepared for that Starfire in order to survive it and it will. In fact

Page:  403

back after it Starfires but there is a period where there is the Host

is going to Starfire, so there is only a short period of time that

to do after Starfire, but between now and 2047 is the only time because

is going to Starfire It is going to go off for a while. It

time of Urtha"s Starfire And in order for that to be able to work

can survive Urtha"s Starfire alright Starfire is a natural process and Urtha is going

Urtha"s Starfire alright Starfire is a natural process and Urtha is going into that

Page:  410

then eventually once Starfire is done and Urtha resumes its position in the Outer

still capable of Starfire It is a Living Star Planet. I know it is

Page:  412

a point, the Starfire point where they are able to access the Adashi Temples,

Page:  413

be even after Starfire, we will have the 3-6-9 connection that will

Page:  416



system when Urtha Starfires but it will also be a 3 dimensional functional system,

Page:  430

the next natural Starfire for the Eckasha, that space dust will be drawn back

not had a Starfire where they were brought back in. Their Matrix is still

Page:  443

it through the Starfire process and through the process that the Solar System is

Page:  446

the Planet through Starfire That they would activate it now and if they did,

Page:  452

bit before 2047, Starfire period. But we are going through it now because of

Earth through the Starfire period. You know it"s the same concept It is just
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we got through Starfire, that could have been. We could have had a Kristiac

Page:  466

point called the StarFire Point at which point full expansion has been achieved and

expansion, then a StarFire Point hit where its activation of the entire RaSh a

the Adashi. So StarFire is a natural condition. It has just been accelerated here

Page:  467

can go through StarFire. So I"m hoping I got across to you, at least
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do with the StarFire Point. And what Urtha can do and will naturally and

because it can"t StarFire anymore- we can"t fix it that much we can hold

Page:  495

system response of Starfire, of a Starfire cycle which means the whole base pulse

Starfire, of a Starfire cycle which means the whole base pulse rhythm of the

frame of approaching Starfire point which is 2047-2017 and that"s where Urtha will

where Urtha will Starfire and Earth will host so it doesn"t go back to

also considered the StarFire Point, where the Krystar Crystal forms, which is like the

is the Adashi StarFire Body, it is the Krystar Body. It has the Reish

Page:  496



Cycles, or Adashi StarFire Cycles, where there are 3 cycles of return And, progressively,

is considered the StarFire Cycle. So, this was actually the Star ... Starburst Cycle

Cycle, StarBurst Cycle, StarFire Cycle takes you here to EyADa-1, which is the

The ... at StarFire Points, it is like ... Source begins ... you, you

your ... the StarFire Body of the ReishaA, it starts expanding as the manifest

StarBurst, you have StarFire ... this becomes the SunShine Body later, because of what

Page:  497

pass through into StarFire form where we will be able to go into the

Page:  545

EckashaRa Ta ur StarFire Unit 48 X 3 = 144 PKI TKC-6 tl"
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is the natural Starfire point, where you have those four cycles. The Eyugha cycles

Page:  16

transition through a Starfire and can actually ride it, where they have enough RashaLAe

Page:  23

event called natural Starfire, where they get to go into their Adashi 1 cycle.

Page:  34

called the natural Starfire cycle, which means they get to go back into their

that is going Starfire, which means once that star goes Starfire, we"re still hanging

that star goes Starfire, we"re still hanging here. What"s going to hold us up?

here, once Urtha Starfires, where there is still a way for ascension to come

Page:  35

Urtha into its Starfire, into its Edon levels. We came out of the Edons

Page:  38

aiming for the Starfire period of2047- 2052, to where the Indigo Shield and the

Page:  39

would be the Starfire path, and that is the path that Urtha is on.

because Earth can"t Starfire So, all of what we"re doing is getting us to

the Edons with Starfire Others will stay to run the nurseries. Because the bioregenesis

Page:  40

here, after Urtha Starfires and 2047-2051 or 2052- that period. We will go

Page:  41

able to ride Starfire with Urtha in to the Edons. So, it really depends

Page:  49



does a natural Starfire, if it"s still a Kristiac system, where it will take

of doing a Starfire, they would take back with them the spirit of the

wave, the next Starfire Wave, where the entire system went back. So, you always

go into a Starfire, and into the Krystar activation, we take the memory crystal

Page:  56

is go through Starfire It goes through the ascension period where it activates the

Page:  59

Particularly when a Starfire cycle is going by. You don"t want to miss that

Page:  62

fortunately she will Starfire, so we still have that passage out, and also the

Page:  70

is called natural Starfire, and turn around, so they begin the expansion process of

we go through Starfire, we go from 3!3 out to respiritualizing the matter

Page:  78

Urtha before the Starfire point But if those ... if there isn"t anybody that

going into natural Starfire The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO

Page:  79

The reason natural Starfire it doesn"t harm the life field because the life field

its natural Edon Starfire cycle into its Adashi cycle so, we"re going to end

Page:  85

run its natural Starfire system which is the ability to open those gate passages

Page:  116

the Cycles of StarFire. The Aquafereion or Aquareion Matrix, the Parallel Adjacent Eckasha,
who

going into a StarFire Period. They had, you know, they couldn"t hold a host

went through their StarFire Cycle. So they set the host, but then they had

Page:  118

dust cycle-a StarFire cycle ... they come back in. But we"re, anyway, we"re

Page:  119

capable of entering StarFire or at least some degree of it If we can"t



to ride Urtha"s StarFire Wave out, that"s ok. That"s what the New Earth field

Page:  127

to ride a StarFire, you need this configuration of frequencies open in the body.

Page:  142

is the Krystar, Starfire State. Then there"s still other states beyond that where we"d

Page:  180

till the next StarFire cycle and that is a very slow accretion process. Earth

Page:  181

get it through Starfire and bring it Home. But most of the crew, of

Page:  190

Kristiac and still StarFire able. So there is a whole big thing going on

Page:  217

Urtha is going Starfire, a natural Adashi Starfire, where it is going to pull

a natural Adashi Starfire, where it is going to pull into its Adashi cycle.

Urtha goes into Starfire- "cause Earth cannot Starfire So, it will hold Earth

cause Earth cannot Starfire So, it will hold Earth for 250 years to allow

Page:  230

complete. Goes through Starfire, goes through 3 Adashi sets and then back into Source.

Page:  294

go into full Starfire In that state you would have 2/3rds, you would

to a full Starfire Adashi one would be going to 2/3rds manifest and

Page:  372

and into a StarFire Cycle in which you make the Turnaround and go into

there is the StarFire Turnaround Cycle that takes you back into what are called

Domains, go into StarFire Krystar Activation of the Rasha Bodies and it would take

and then the StarFire Cycle that is a natural Ascension Cycle. Our Earth is

Page:  374

Adashi Cycles after StarFire we go into the Reish aLAe, then the ReishaLEa and

Page:  375



to go through Starfire which is the Adashi shift to get into the Adashi-

Page:  428

able to do Starfire between 2047 and 2052, that would require the 33-year-

Page:  429

to a full Starfire into Adashi 1 cycles back into the Edons on the

Page:  442

the ability to Starfire, which means do the Adashi turnaround and go back. Between

star is going Starfire Earth, because of its damage, cannot Starfire It cannot do

its damage, cannot Starfire It cannot do .. it would explode. That was known,

Page:  443

It"s going into Starfire Which means it will shift angular rotation of particle spin

Page:  444

vaporized as Urtha Starfires In 223 years, this New Earth field will also go

Adashi cycle, its Starfire cycle, and what is left will fall black hole status

its natural Kristiac Starfire cycle. So, that"s what we"re in the rniddle of What"s

Page:  450

point once Urtha Starfires, Sirius B"s still going to be available. You go from

you"d go into Starfire with the New Ascension Earth from here. If you were

your full Adashi Starfire, you would have to go back to the matrix that

Page:  453

is where the Starfire- if you"re going to Starfire in 2047-2052 and go

you"re going to Starfire in 2047-2052 and go home with Urtha, which means
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Page:  6

going into a Starfire cycle, and it was known then and talked about that

continue in the Starfire cycle and if not they would go into 3 day

5 Stages of Starfire And what we"re talking about now is not just Starfire

is not just Starfire for Earth and for Urtha, because Earth itself cannot Starfire

Earth itself cannot Starfire But a portion of it, a portion now can because

2 of the Starfire cycle. That is the stage thaL and we"ll cover more

ends with Urtha"s Starfire which is 2047-2052. After that there"s the third stage

Page:  13

Stages of a Starfire, and we can get an idea of when exactly what

Page:  14

have the Urtha Starfire point, first Starfire point, where 2047-2052 where Urtha does

Starfire point, first Starfire point, where 2047-2052 where Urtha does its Starfire And

Urtha does its Starfire And that"s where we were ... the Spirit Body of

go into its Starfire Then, and that"s called a ... l think I have

this- the 2052 Starfire- and then the next one would be the Ma-Sha-

cycles that a Starfire is about in relation to the structure of the Elum-

stage of a Starfire, and that"s called the HaRA-Krystiana Cycle, and then after

on how a Starfire works, and it applies to the big picture but also

Page:  17

part of a Starfire is. At the Re-birth, a new wave of creation

Page:  19

back in and Starfire, where these 2 systems come back together and merge in

5 stages to Starfire, where I"m just learning this part We"ll talk more about

Urtha is gonna Starfire, when the M-31 is gonna Star Fire. But, the

Page:  20



cycle went in Starfire, pops back out, it is now in the Adashi Cycles

it through a Starfire, so we need to know. Before, we were trying to

it through a Starfire and they were hoping we would. If they could not

the point where Starfires happen, and Turn-Around occurs, where you come back out

1st part of Starfire you have, when the new wave comes out to the

they hit their Starfire point, we go back in, fully back into Source. And,

Page:  21

in, a full Starfire cycle, where you can literally pull this one and this

is preparing for Starfire between 2047 and 2052. And, it is preparing for Starfire

is preparing for Starfire because it is progressively doing a rapid Eiradonis Integration. And,

part of the Starfire process of the pulling in together of the Veca and

Page:  22

is going to Starfire, do its Starfire before the AquA"elle part The AquA"elle part

Starfire, do its Starfire before the AquA"elle part The AquA"elle part goes two hundred

Page:  26

a full system Starfire And I don"t know yet about the ellipticals, but as

Page:  28

progress to a Starfire and regenerate its natural system to bring it out of

Page:  29

31 system, will Starfire in 2047-2051. That"s okay. Because it will leave theA

go into the Starfire path. Ascension Earth is the A level. That is the

Page:  30

is going into Starfire, where it will pull into the center, and we can

Page:  33

Stages of the Starfire Cycle, and how that works, and where exactly are we

Page:  35

the stages of Starfire and see what that connects to So I"ll start with

Page:  36

they"re already both Starfired, right. It"s opening a tractor beam into the Milky Way

end of the Starfire Stage 3 HaRA-Krysta Cycle in 2230AD. That"s what"s called



That"s what"s called Starfire Point number 2. And that is the Ascension of the

natural process of Starfire So then we can understand what .. get an idea

Page:  37

Aquinos Urtha will Starfire--it"d do the Starfire-1, what"s called the Starfire-1--

it"d do the Starfire-1, what"s called the Starfire-1--between 2047 and 2052,

what"s called the Starfire-1--between 2047 and 2052, and the Universal, what is

Page:  41

to do the Starfire-1 point. So between 2047 and 2052 these are going

Page:  60

stage 1 of Starfire that we just introduced this past week, what was it

Page:  70

stages of the Starfire cycle. They"re quite complex. They just showed us that for

Page:  74

good. Stage 1 Starfire But now we"re going into the Testing Cycle. And I

Page:  75

is going into Starfire in order to cut this loose, so this doesn"t take

Page:  77

phase of the Starfire cycle. It gives you an idea of what the stages

Page:  81

long time Urtha Starfires This is actually the first stage of Starfire This is

first stage of Starfire This is the first Starfire point, and that"s where the

is the first Starfire point, and that"s where the M31 system pulls into the

Page:  82

3233 is where Starfire-3 occurs. And then we go on to Stage-5,

is the 4th Starfire point That"s when we go into the center and that"s

Page:  97

a Vector-4 Starfire Cycle doesn"t involve as much energy as a Vector-1

Page:  104

to do a Starfire Ascension. But, these little dots here, the hairy balls. I



Page:  116

the Stage Two Starfire Cycle would begin for M31 and Sha-La that are

Page:  123

half Stage Two Starfire Cycle, when the M31 and Sha-La Hosters, those ones

Page:  131

of Stage Two Starfire Cycle, and that is the part where we"ve already engaged

Page:  136

the Stage Two Starfire Cycle, and it is the Gha-Far Body that has

Page:  147

natural process of Starfire ascension, when you get to the halfway point of Stage

Page:  148

the Stage 2 Starfire Cycle, which ends in the first fold, the Ma-Sha-

by which a Starfire Adashi Return occurs. So ... we"ve just discovered, or been

Page:  152

"Through the Starfire Stage 2, Part 1 Bharda Cycle, the Gha-Fa" Body"

Page:  154

Twin. "Through Starfire Stage 2, Part 1, Bharda, the Gha-Fa" wave downloads

you. "Through Starfire Stage 2, Bharda, the Gha-Fa" wave downloads into the

Page:  155

point of the Starfire Stage 2 Cycle, the Atomic Body has reached a point

Page:  156

natural part of Starfire and it is part of going into the Krystar State,

of Stage 2 Starfire And at the end of that, when you become a

Page:  157

half Stage 2 Starfire, or if the being did not fulfill the Stage 1

2 of the Starfire Cycle. And that is where you get the GhaFar Body

Page:  160

engage Stage 2 Starfire, Part 2, Ma-Sha, to fulfill Transfiguration. Once the elemental

Page:  162



engages its own Starfire Cycle." Then it will ride home as space dust with

Page:  163

engage Stage 2 Starfire Bharda, if that Gha-Fa" Line can be opened and

Page:  165

Earth would enter Starfire Stage 2, Part 1 Bharda, enabling them to catch the

Page:  166

engages Stage 2, Starfire, which is the same time when Sol releases her first

Page:  194

workshops about the Starfire Cycle and the stages of the Starfire and how we

stages of the Starfire and how we just, the shield, the Aquafereion Shield had

2 of the Starfire Cycles, it is called the Bhardoah Point, the back flow

Page:  209

which corresponds to Starfire Ascension Cycle Stage- 1, the KalE Hara Cvcle of Eiradonis

Page:  210

which corresponds to Starfire Ascension Cycle Stage-2 Phases-1 and 2, the KalA

Page:  211

1 of the Starfire Ascension Stage-2 KalA Krysta Cycle. A "Slide" involves

Page:  213

which corresponds to Starfire Ascension Cycle Stage-3 the HarA Krvsta Cvcle of Atomic

Page:  226

called a "Starfire Ascension Cycle," has only just begun. As our Sun begins

Page:  229

Integration cycles" the Starfire Ascension Stage-1 KalE Hara Cycle of"Eiradonis Engagement"
should

Fold that initiates Starfire Ascension Cycle Stage-3, (whether The MCEO Freedom Teachings

Page:  230

that of planetary Starfire Ascension Cycles, (when the pace of the planetary cycle

Page:  271

5 Stages of Starfire, 4 Starfire Points, and the Folds of Creation C. FOLD-



of Starfire, 4 Starfire Points, and the Folds of Creation C. FOLD-2 The

AdorA Slider Host Starfire Point-2 {AdorA 24;strand at end of Stage-

Earth Shala-3 Starfire-2 *Host Ends 2007-2230 = 223 years of

of the Mashayah Starfire Point-1 ElorA Slider Host at end of Stage-2

Manifest Ascends at Starfire-1 ~"- reiumslll to enter HaRA-Krysta state with u"""

2052 M31/Aquinos Starfire-1 & Return of the Mash ayah AQUA"elle Host The

110) 3230-3233 Starfire-3 3233-3333 AD Stage-5 vapC:,!U~~gntycle REisha

rr~:zy~~ors) Starfire Point-4 - at end of Stage-S REisha Krystara
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Stage-1 of StarFire, the KaLE Hara Cycle to Stage-2, the KaLA Krysta
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re-folding Creation StarFire process! Fold-1 occurs at the end of Stage-2
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Page:  1

what parts of Starfire takes place when and what that means. There"s something called

Page:  2

Ascension Cycles and Starfire Cycles, our pathway home, anything in the Milky Way"s natural

Page:  4

phase of a Starfire Cycle that was called the KaLE-Hara Cycle. And whether

stage two of Starfire which is called the KaLA Krysta. So we"lllook at what

Page:  10

processes by which Starfire Ascension or Krystar Starfire Ascension occurs. So this chart gets

Ascension or Krystar Starfire Ascension occurs. So this chart gets upgraded to show some

Page:  13

you enter a Starfire Cycle to do an Adashi Return and then there are

Page:  16

that is the Starfire turnaround point, where the process ... there"s a whole process

Page:  23

out into a Starfire Cycle, or, if you finish an Adashi Cycle, once you

once you do Starfire Krystar activation, go through Adashi Cycle, once you get back

Page:  25

first stage in Starfire is bringing the Eiradonis Body, in merging it with the

stages of the Starfire cycle. Next one please. Copvtight A"shavana & A"zahvana Deane, 2008.

Page:  37

part of the Starfire process. So, it"s happening with our Universe, not just with

Page:  47

the Stage 1 ofStarfire, and if you don"t make it through Stage 1 and



Page:  50

cannot go through Starfire, it will eventually go into a fall situation. And, it

in the next Starfire Wave in the living system. There are systems offall groups

Page:  51

through a full Starfire and a full Adashi Return and have come back as

Page:  52

we could not Starfire, because you could not pass into the center unless there

Page:  53

back out, into Starfire and go back, and come into the Adashi Cycles. When

Page:  56

into a natural Starfire Cycle. So, Urtha"s here. Earth, through many years-since 550

Page:  57

hold the full Starfire frequencies where you could go to Urtha, which is the

Page:  59

able to eventually Starfire, will go into self-contained quarantine, and it"s something that

Page:  76

whole system can Starfire, regenerate itself, rebirth, and eventually evolve out of this system

Page:  89

align with the Starfire Cycle because Urtha is going on a Starfire Cycle which

going on a Starfire Cycle which means this is going to Starfire right, which

is going to Starfire right, which means this if it"s going to do anything

that system. The Starfire of Urtha I believe is 2047 to 2052. Right after

where once this Starfires, the Ma-Sha-Yah which is the Bi-location Body,

the AdorA side Starfires. And when the AdorA side Starfires, the EtorA side"s Mah-

the AdorA side Starfires, the EtorA side"s Mah-Sha-Yah Body or Bi-location

Page:  97

natural process of Starfire. So these are called Conduit Twins. When you have a

Page:  101

happens when Urtha Starfires actually, and that"s between 2047 and 2052, and then the



Page:  103

5 Stages of Starfire Cycle, and each one requires a different amount of DNA

that"s the full Starfire Point. That"s called the REisha Krystyanna (Ed. Note: Change

Page:  105

period when Urtha Starfires, or M31 Starfires, enters Ma-Sha-Yah Fold, this is

Starfires, or M31 Starfires, enters Ma-Sha-Yah Fold, this is the return of

Page:  106

is the Jrd Starfire Point and that"s when they pull in together, and start

through the full Starfire and enter the Adashi-1 Return Cycle. Then of course
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KaLE Hara and Starfire Ascension Atomic Transfiguration Cycles of Adashi Return. In healthy
bodies,
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& The Organic Starfire Krystar Ascension Cycle. Stage 3- HarA Krysta Fold 1 Ma-
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MUG-10 to StarFire 3-DAY-EVAC NOTICE, due to Bourgha/Red Dragon Alliance

MUG-11 to StarFire- 3-DAY-EVAC WARNING. Earth core-Tauren-Rebirth due to

MUG-12 to StarFire- Krystal River Host initiates due to Red Dragons/Thetans amp.

MUG-13 to StarFire Krystai-River-Host, early act. of Earth"s Aquafereion Shield, Gyrodome
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Aquafereion Host Shield Starfire Stage-1 KaLE" Hara Cycle Y9 LEAP Jan-Dec 2008:

initiate entry into Starfire Stage-2A KaiA-Krysta Bharda and to connect to the
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5 Stages of Starfire, 4 Starfire points and the Folds of Creation C. FOLD-

of Starfire, 4 Starfire points and the Folds of Creation C. FOLD-2 The

Earth Shala-3 Starfire-2 *Host Ends 2007-2230 = 223 years of

a9~1~7 Starfire polnt·3at end of Stage·-4 HarA
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"= Stage-1 StarFire Ascension KaLE Hara Cycle entry into the Adashi Return Cycles
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ended up in Starfire at this time. But that"s alright. It"s kind of like,
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we"re in a StarFire Evac Ascension Cycle. So it means things that would normally
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StarFire Cycle and Expedited TakEyon Cycle Reset
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Page:  52

into an accelerated StarFire Cycle which affects us on many levels in very profound

the new accelerated StarFire Reset Cycle we are presently entering. The Cosmic Clock is

Page:  57

that can do StarFire (SF) Cycle, and it is the SF Cycle that

Page:  69

throughout StarBurst and StarFire, and may cause strange physical and emotional sensations.
We may

Page:  71

Cycle of Source. StarFire and the Hub Worlds Because StarBurst was not a large

Budhara Gravitron technologies, StarFire was initiated in their grids (and therefore ours).
StarFire

and therefore ours). StarFire is also a natural part of our Creation Cycle (

of time. When StarFire is activated early, it is because the Star Gates of

going to crash. StarFire opens up the Inner Core Central Staff of our Le-

instant space dust. StarFire is the point in the time cycle, that if we

to StarBurst and StarFire, we were travelling a path of ascension that took us

Ecka System. When StarFire initiates, it becomes a very fast, intense through the center

black hole fall). StarFire Cycle and Expedited TakEyon Cycle Reset StarFire Cycle entails the

TakEyon Cycle Reset StarFire Cycle entails the assembly (within our DNA Templates) of



StarBorn Cycle (StarFire is the 7th axis of the StarBorn Cycle). Every time

generated within the StarFire Creation Cycle, they continue to assemble into 144 "JiakEyons.
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we progressively initiated StarFire one Pillar at a time starting from Dimension 12 on

Light Celebration-The StarFire Cycle & the Re-birth of the Original Amenti Rescue
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referred to as StarFire. Due to events in the Radons, StarFire for Earth was

in the Radons, StarFire for Earth was not going to happen. Urtha would StarFire,

happen. Urtha would StarFire, pulling back into the next level, leaving Earth in the

life fields with StarFire potential. The Aurora Councils can shape-shift into any form
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You can only StarFire from the place that you came from. Most of us
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Lights Celebration, The StarFire Cycle and the Rebirth of the Original Amenti Rescue Mission,

Krystar Awakening and StarFire Maps and Solar Gates, Prana Seed and the Aqualene Sun,
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5 Stages of Starfire, 4 Starfire Points, and the Folds of Creation C.FOLD-

of Starfire, 4 Starfire Points, and the Folds of Creation C.FOLD-2 The

Earth Shala-3 Starfire-2 *Host Ends 2007-2230 = 223 years of
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2052 M31/Aquinos Starfire-1 & Return of the Mashayah AQUA"elle Host The MCEO
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the Silver Seed Starfire Crystal, the 5 stages of translocation the 3 Wha Families
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of a full Starfire Mashaya-Hana Ascension into the Adashi-1 Ascension Return Cycle
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TE sac / Starfire Ascension AC-6 forms around into Adashi-1 as a

matter happens" Seed Starfire Crystal" Jha-DA" -Aurora State-1 -Ah-SA"-

Mashaya-Hanic Adashi Starfire Ascension via the Wha-YA-yah Void & Fields. The
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Krysta Adashi Ascension Starfire Path Service Commission Note: All exist as "conscious air"
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MUG-9 to Starfire engages, EVAC ENGAGE, Arc-Hub-Cluster Interface Gates initiate, due

MUG-10 to Starfire 3-DAY-EVAC NOTICE, due to Bourgha/Red Dragon Alliance

Celebration – The Starfire Cycle and the Re-birth of the Original Amenti Rescue

MUG-11 to Starfire- 3-DAY-EVAC WARNING, Earth Core-Tauren-Rebirth due to

MUG-12 to Starfire- Krystal River Host initiates due to Red Dragons/Thetans amplification
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MUG-13 to Starfire Krystal-River-Host, early activation of Earth‘s Aquafereion Shield,
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Ascension Cycles: 5. Starfire -5 Cycle, Adashi-1 Middle-Domain EyAda-1 Time
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Return Cycle, the Starfire-5 Adashi-1-Edon-Middle-Domain, and the ―Sadhi-
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The Krystar Awakening, Starfire Maps, Solar Gates, Prana Seed and the Aqualene Sun.‖ April
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and the new Starfire Ascension-Projection Map depicting Aurora Platforms 1, 2 & 3,
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entry into the Starfire Stage-2 KaLA-Krysta-Bharda Cycle commences. NET-Earth entered

Cycle to enter Starfire Stage-2 KaLA-Krysta-Bharda and engage the ―Load-

of the Krystar Starfire Ascension Cycle and the Folds of Creation,‖ before entering the

KaLA-Krysta Krystar Starfire Ascension. In shortened form, the books are titled: the Book
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5 Stages of Starfire (1. KaLE Hara 8/2007-1/2008, 2. KaLA-



Host Shield enters Starfire Stage-1 KaLE Hara Cycle Y9 LEAP Jan–Dec 2008:

initiate entry into Starfire Stage-2A KaLA-Krysta Bharda and to connect to the
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ic), Stages of Starfire, the Celestalline Vapor-Wave, and the Micca Complex. Class also
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Load-out Evac Starfire Ascension potential‖). 8/14-16/2009 MUG-41 to Aquafereion
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the Mashayah. Alright, Starfire Point-1. At then end of Stage-2 KaLA Krysta

ElorA Manifest ascends Starfire 1 to enter HarA Krysta State. Okay, it"s basically, those
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5 Stages of Starfire, 4 Starfire Points, and the Folds of Creation" (FOL

of Starfire, 4 Starfire Points, and the Folds of Creation" (FOL 2008) The

5 Stages of Starfire, 4 Starfire Points, and the Folds of Creation "/. ..

of Starfire, 4 Starfire Points, and the Folds of Creation "/. .. Aug 2037
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Ba-TESac / StarfireAscens10n AC.O ~onns :~touno mto Adasht-1 as

happens· Seed Starfire Crystal" Jha·OA" ·Aurora State-1 ·Ah-

Mashaya-Hanic Adashi Starfire Ascension via the Wha· YA-yah Voad & Fields.
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2007-8/2011 StarFire KRHost • 8/8/2011 Up-Shift to Krystal River

Cycles, 5-Stage StarFire Transfiguration, entry into Adashi Return and the 8-Stages of
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2007-8/2011 StarFire KRHost • 8/8/2011 Up-Shift to Krystal River

Cycles, $-Stage StarFire Transfiguration, entry into Adashi Return and the 8-Stages ofTrhU"-
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2007-8/2011 StarFire KRHost • 8/8/2011 Up-Shift to Krystal River

Cycles, 5-Stage StarFire Transfiguration, entry into Adashi Return and the 8·5tage.
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the 5-Stage StarFire In-fold Transfiguration Cycle), to engage entry into the "

completes/fulfills organic StarFire Transfiguration to engage the Adashi Return Cycles and the
corresponding

and 5-stage StarFire Transfiguration Cycles to engage entry into the Adashi Return TrhU"-
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the 5- Stage StarFire Transfiguration) and begins the being"s Plasma Template Activation and
corresponding
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and fulfillment of StarFire Transfiguration, then entry into Adashi Return-& corresponding 8-
Stage Plasma

of 5-Stage-StarFire Transfiguration, then entry into Adashi Return-& corresponding 8-Stage
Plasma

of the organic Starfire Mashaya-Hanic Transfiguration process), the dormant Eff-E"-Mah
Crystal

the 5-Stage StarFire Transfiguration, and completion of the 8-Stage Plasma Body Activation
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the Planetary KRHost StarFire Transfiguration Cycle (due to the "Planetary Dark-Flower
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2007-8/2011 Starfire KRHost Earth engaged a Krystal River Hosted Storjire Transfigurat ion

Earth Shala-3 Starfire-2 * Host Ends 2007- 2230 = 223 years of

2052 M31/Aquinos Starfire-1 & Retum of the Mashayah AQUA"elle Host e Stage-

11 32l)-3233 Starfire-3 3233-3333 AD Stage-S ~~ REisha Krystara FCL
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Point forward, until StarFire Transfiguration or ZhEon Dep/etionBhardoah/bio-death.
~;::::;;:=:::.:..~:..---.,.~ ___ 6.
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Cycles, 5-Stage StarFire Transfiguration and 5 Eff-E"-Mah Transfiguration Cycles. • If

incapable of achieving StarFire Transfiguration, the Va-Ba-TE Cell and its Kalipsis Space-
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Point forward, until StarFire Transfiguration or ZhEon Dep/etionBhardoah/bio-death. ZhEon
Birth-quantum
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the 5-Stage Starfire Transfiguration Cycle, the incarnate next engages the "5 Eff-

engage KaLE Hora StarFire Transfiguration Stoge-1. • If the incarnate is unable to
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Cycles, 5-Stage StarFire Transfiguration, entry into Adashi Return and the 8-Stages of

the 5-Stage StarFire Transfiguration Cycle "In-Folds of Creation"; completion of which

5 Stages of StarFire Transfiguration are 1. KaLE" Hara stage (Eiradonis Engagement}, 2.

5 Stages of StarFire Transfiguration, they would next engage progressive activation of the
Eff-
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corresponding 5-Stage Starfire Transfiguration Cycle. Upon completing Starfire
Transfiguration of Ma-Sha-Yanic

Cycle. Upon completing Starfire Transfiguration of Ma-Sha-Yanic Evolution, a being or system

5 Stages of Starfire, 4 Starfire Points, and the Folds of Creation C.F()

of Starfire, 4 Starfire Points, and the Folds of Creation C.F()U).2

5 Stages of StarFire Transfiguration: 1. KaLE" Hara stage (Eira<lonis Engagement), 2.

t\1:=:6~~ Starfire-1 ___+_ _ _ ..,.....-- -,..,.... ...... ................... / -------

the 5-Stage StarFire Transfiguration Cycle " In-Folds of Creation"; completion of which

5 Stages of StarFire Transfiguration, they would next engage progressive activation of the
Eff-
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! ~-Stage StarFire Transfiguration f,",;to Enter Adashi-1 Return_ _,....~- -<JH----+

< 5-Stage StarFire Transfiguration I ED I <D I D I .
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S·Stage StarFire Transfiguration to Enter • 5 St St F" T fi
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S·Stage StarFire Transfiguration. IIIII! Activates at Golden-Silver Seed Embodiment • "
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Stage/ 4-Fold StarFire Transfiguration Cyc.le. As the corresponding TrhU"ah Plosmo Flow
Rounds
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Stage/4-Fold Starfire (Pre-Eff-E"-Mah) Transfiguration completes; Release of Adoshi-

S·Stage StarFire Transfiguration Adtvates Moshoyo-hona AmotA~a Mrrkabo 2 Golden-silver
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the Planetary KRHost StarFire Transfiguration Cycle (due to the "Planetary Dark-Flower
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completed 5-Stage StarFire Transfiguration The "Blue Ice" KHY-Wave Spectra IS the
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UK2006} As the Starfire progresses, the planetary 12 Star Gate system t~"i1111ud to

successfully in the StarFire process, we n~d to be able to assist the
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